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Students Given
Study Awards

1962

p olitical Heat To Rise

Three Alumni 22 of Staff
Present Jazz Take Leaves
Works Today

As Left Meets Right

Sabbatical leaves for 22 SJS
professors have been approved by
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and thel
office of the chancellor of the
California State Colleges for all
or part of the 1962-63 academic
year.
Fall semester sabbaticals will be
taken by: Dr. Albert J. Castro, jr.,
professor of chemistry; Dr. Hans
P. Guth, associate professor of
English; Dr. John L. Marks, professor of mathematics and education; Milton B. Renciahl, professor
of sociology; Dr. Carl H. Rich,
professor of education; Joseph
Reid Scott, assistant professor of
foreign languages.
Professors taking spring semester sabbaticals are: Owen M.
Broyles, professor of economics;
Dr. Marie B. Carr, professor of
speech; Ed C. Glover, professor
of electrical engineering; Gordon
B. Greb, associate professor of
journalism; Dr. H. Brett Melend:
profess or of history; Leo o.
Tighe, associate professor of SO,
ology; Dr. James E. Stevenson.
professor of industrial arts.
Nine faculty members who will
take full year sabbaticals are:
Kenneth A. Johnston, aesistant
professor of elementary education;
Fred R. Spratt, assistant professor of art; Dr. Norman Dolloff.
professor of geology; Dr. Alvin R.
Lappin, associate professor of inMistrial arts; Dr. Jackson T. Main,
professor of history; Dr. David K.
Newman, associate professor of
Psychology; Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos, professor of history; Dr. H.
Robert Patterson. professor of
bacteriology: and Dr. Adolph
Schock, assistant professor of psyrholtitzs-

San Jose State students have Kenneth G.Daniel Alksne Mereceived scholarships from various morial award. $100; Frost, Gerald
"An Afternoon in Jazz" featurorganizations through the Educa- P. --Patrons’ a.ssn., $100; Adams.
ing three SJS alumni as the Dave
The
department.
California
Walter P.West Coast Electronics
tion
Political heat from the left and new concept of government. In a tionary ehange to socialism by the
Congress of Parents and Teachers Mfg. assn., $250; Hayes, Patricia Hoffman Trio will be presented
right will be turned on tonight in release to the Spartan Daily. peaceful method of the ballot.
a.ssn., presented the following stu- E.Women’s Association of the this afternoon at 2:30 in Mon-la
Championing the conservative
Allen hall, 325 S. 10th at., accord- Steiner said the Socialist Labor
dents with $400 scholarships in Electronic Industry, $250.
Dailey auditorium by the Spartan
ing to Bernard Scoville, Allen hall party "has no connection with cause. McDill, who will be repreelementary education:
programs
committee.
RF:TA SIGMA PHI
cultural committee publicity di- other parties calling themesives senting Californians for GoldHukari, Diane Marilyn: Munoz,
Beta Sigma Phi scholarship of
Free reserved tickets for stusocialist or ’Communist’ in this water, will define what he calls
rector.
Geraldine Elaine; Wilson, Judith
$100 was given to Karolyn Rose dents and faculty are available in
a "right -singer."
Beginning at 8:15, a "hard core country or abroad."
enn; France, Linda Jean; Elstran,
Kerby.
In a release to the Spartan
Steiner said he is conducting a
conservative." William McDill, and
the student affairs business office,
Joan Ohleen.
A $50 scholarship was given by
a member of an "ultra left wing write-in campaign because of the Daily, McDill outlines a "rightThe California Congress of Par- the San
TH16.
Jose Dames club to Clifgroup," Herbert Steiner, will de- signature requirements of more winger" as a person that believes
ents and Teachers assn., presented ford Edward
Hoffman, pianist and leader of
Jansen.
bate the philosophy underlying than 500,000 names on petitions’ differences do exist in people.
the following students with $400
$100 each was given to Jane the trio, writes 90 per cent of the
keep the SLP candidates off the "Differences in ability, intellieach political viewpoint.
scholarships in secondary educa- Horton and
Elizabeth Lorenz by music which the group performs.
gence, drive, motivation and stamSteiner, candidate for governor ballot in California.
tion:
Gertrude Witherspoon Ca v in s Among the work he has composed
The left-wing Steiner is an ad- ina are held to exist."
of California on the Socialist LaBaldwin, Duane E.; Chiantelli, award.
are "The Nook" and "Bizazz."
McDill is currently president of
bor party ticket, will attempt to vocate of economic equality to be
Leo William; Cooper, Edythe LeAlpha Phi Omega presented $100
A serious composer, Hoffman
develop the Socialist Labor party’s ’ brought about through a revolu- the San Jose Young Republican
anne.
each to Eunice June Fujii and Dan- performs in school concerts as an
club and chairman of San Jose
$230 SCHOLARSHIP
iel Paul Stelling.
outlet for his own music and to
headquarters of Joe Shell for govThe San Jose Women’s club preEthan Maxwell Allen Memorial expose his original work to audiernor. He received a B.S. from
sented a $250 scholarship to Mary scholarships of $100
were given to: ences. The Los Gatos resident
I New Mexico state college in 1960
Loii Needham.
Powell, Russell Evan; Davis, hopes to do recording in the future.
and an M.A. from Stanford
Delta Kappa Gamma presented
Frederick G.; Ifjelmeland, Janet
vers ity in 1961.
Subject of a Sunset magazine
the following students with $100
Louise; Kent, Elise; McConnell, article, Hoffman and his group
Moderator for the event will be
scholarships:
John Simas. resident assistant at
have appeared at San Jose city
McLaughlin, Becky Lynn; par. Judith Diane; Goldman. Charles.
Jennie L. and Bessie W. Murphy college, Hartnett college. the Vault
- Allen hall. The debate is free and
saeian. Karen Esquee; Lewis,
scholarships of $100 were present- Art gallery and the Aptos’ Stickey
San Jose Newspalso; guild will
Gayle
Wicket
The Sunnyvale Teachers assn., ed to:
present a $500 scholarship to Mrs.
Parks. Connie Jo: Doman, Mary
Other members of the trio are
presented $100 scholarships to:
Lund, senior journalism
Carolyn
Staff Miller, who performs on
Miller, Terrance Leon; Munoz. Gay: Tierney, Raymond Joseph.
major from San Jose, at its quar(Continued on Page 4)
bass, and FA Swaney, on drums.
Geraldine Elaine.
terly membership banquet tonight
Marilyn M. Metz received a VW’
at 8 p.m. at the Hotel DeAnza.
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Cmwn Zellerbach scholarship.,
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for the San Jose News and guild
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Joann Marie $250.
vice president, was chairman of the
The president said that it has
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ENGINEF,RING SCHOLARSHIPS ! the topic for discussion at tomor- fessor of political science. Dr.
never been nincle absolutely clear
de- row night’s meeting of the Amer- Watson said that 25-30 members
over three other student candi.
Through
who actually is the publisher of
partment. students have received ican Civil Liberties Un ion of of the SJS faculty are members
dates.
Spartan Daily, and that this has
at 8 in the of the ACLU and most plan to be
California,
Northern
the following scholarehips:
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been a cause of difficulty between
at
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of
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meeting.
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student government and the Daily.
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160
N.
3rd
St.
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amendment,
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,
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Hauck. who recently spearheadif
would,
Guest speaker for the evening
ris. Dennis E. ---Neely Enterprises.
’She previously attended Montana
MRS. CAROLYN LUND
ed a successful mm ;e to hold up
$150: Horn, Jack K. M. -Western , will be Ira Michael Heyman, a I passes, outlaw the Communist
state university.
scholarship
.
news
consideration of the Daily’s budget
Electric co., $400; Tallerico, Louie Imember of the law school faculty party in this state. "The ACLU
Mrs. Lund, 28, is the widow of
until an agreement is reached,
opposes the measure," said Ih-.
- Ray Magnuson Memorial schol- at the University of California
was
oi
who
Air Force jet pilot
Watson. "because if it became
asked that this action not be conarship. $250: Lee, Tommy C. M.- - Berkeley campus. Heyman is a
oiled three years ago in the Atpeople of
sidered a threat,
Neely Enterprises scholarship, former corporation lawyer from I law, it would deprive
certain constitutional guarantees
An interim workshop in oral ] lantic ocean. She is the mother of
Hauck said he made this request
$150: Hoskins, Monte Leroy --West New York City and has served as
of political expression and affilia- reading for elementary schools three children.
hecalise he feels that when interest
Coast Electronics Mfg. assn., $250: a clerk for Chief Justice Earl
the Spartan
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by
SJS
from
June
tion.
It
would
make
it
possible
for
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,
A
will
be
in newspaper -government relations
Crawford, Lynn D. -West Coast Warren.
state agencies to indiscriminately 18-22, according to Joe H. West, Daily this semester, Mrs. Lund will
is high -budget time- -is the time
Electronics Mfg. assn., $250; Kirk. ! Heyman is an expert on conbrand any group they opposed as dean of Summer Sessions.
specialize in radio and television
oncil will con- to discuss problems.
San Jose ctt
being subversive."
sider an amendment to the niii
The workshop, designed for el- after graduation in February.
President Hauck said that gm."This purports to be an exciting ementary school teachers, will ofShe is affiliated with the SJS nicipal code prohibiting unfair , ernment’s main complaint is that
meetin g, especially if some of the fer instruction in "use of specific Beta Pi chapter of Theta Sigma housing practices, submitted by it feels the newspaper does not
right-wing people turn up that we ; oral activities with literature in ’ Phi, national professional journal- the Human Relations commission give adequate coverage to informaI expect to," commented Dr. ! the classroom." said Dean West. ism fraternity for women.
and supported by two campus Or- tion important to t:,,vernment but
! Watson.
1 Fee for the shop is $12. One
ganizations. at their regular meet- not of great news value to the
The Francis amendment, a piece unit of speech credit is offered.
ing today.
Daily.
of initiative legislation, has se- For additional information so,
The amendment would add a
To publicize these areas, llauck
cured its needed 120,000 petitioned dents may contact Dr. Courtane:
new chapter to the city housing !offered two suggestions, both prod signatures. said Professor Watson, B rook s associate professor of
code, prohibiting "discrimination ’ems of student government.
had killed, father of one of his
( GRIPS HEADINGS
but some of the names are being speech, who will be directing the
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’Outlaw Commies’ Bill
Discussion Tomorrow

SJS Senior Receives
$500 Journalism G rant
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Hauck on Budget

Reading Workshop
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Yearbook Devotes
59 Pages to Sports

Planes Join U.S.
Thailand Effort
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Peace and Hope
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Thoreau. certainly a familiar name about any college campus, once declared that men hit only what they aim at. It was,
perhaps, with this thought in mind that the idea of Presideut
Kennedy’s youth Peace Corps e%ulved.
More than a year old now, the Peace Corps is proving itself a valuable and effective aid in helping underdeveloped
nations help themselves.
While an incident early in its existence seemed, at the time,
to spell doom for the Corps, the rough spot apparently has been
successfully passed. Though it cannot be said that the future
will be without pitfalls and unknoun curves, the Corps now
appears to have established itself as an important instrument
of American assistance to others.
Au example of how potentially effective the Peace Corps
can be. is to be found in Project Hope, the white hospital ship
that recently ended a highly successful and significant voyage to
southeast Asia.
Project Hope had meaning, too; the emphasis was on a
person-to-person basis designed to help people help themselves.
Wherever the Hope stopped, it was received enthusiastically
and welcomed.
Even the Russian ambassador at Jakarta, Indonesia, was
A-.52
impressed. He said, as he inspected the Hope’s medical facili.1115T YOUIZ IMAGINATION NOW NOW COLILO A
ties. "We could all do this if we would only disarm."
’PEEPING TOW LCOK Iwo YOUIC 5C-00t4P51VILI WINDOW.’
The ambassador’s words seem to sum up ont of the real
tragedies of man, for with his infinite capacity to battle disease,
illiteracy and poverty, he chooses, instead, to battle himself.
The Peace Corps can do much to help erase this wasteful
vogue. San Jose State will play a vital role as a training site for
Corps members.
While the Corps opens new and unlimited possibilities for
college graduates, students considering the Peace Corps, should
entertain no delusions about the glamour and excitement of
Editor’s Note: This is the first in a France, Italy, West Germany, Beltraveling and teaching in foreign lands.
series of four articles on the Common gium, the Netherlands and LuxemMarket.
Of necessity, Corps volunteers must lead a simple life. They
bourg set up the European Coal
must work and live with people at a level common to all. Thus,
and Steel community and began
By DIANE JUDGE
material rewards will be far from great, but the rewards derived
Western Europe, united by the removing tariffs on coal, iron and
from helping others to help themselves are impossible to Common Market, has the poten- steel.
measure.
tial to become one of the greatest
The Coal and Steel community
In effect, the Peace Corps can be considered an army. It’s economic powers in the world. was a stepping stone to another
an army, however, armed not with guns or bombs and other Joined by lowered tariffs, the six Monnet idea. This was the Euroweapons, but a force equipped with knowledge and desire to member nations are issuing such pean Economic Community (Comaid other less fortunate people achieve what is called the Amer- an important economic challenge mon Market) which was estabican dream, the dream of a useful life, a meaningful life, a that President Kennedy is becom- lished by the Treaty of Rome in
peaceful life.
ing worried.
1957.
The controversial Common MarOn the Peace Corps, then, we might do well to examine
The same six nations are reThoreau’s words closely. We should aim high. We should aim ket was not formed by any one ducing tariffs among themselves
far. There is a chance, of course, that we will completely miss action or person. It evolved according to a definite schedule.
the target, but there as an even better chance that we will hit through a series of economic Trade between them has risen 25
agreements and the foresight of per cent.
the bullseye.
B.P.
Jean Monnet, a Frenchman.
IDENTICAL TARIFFS
The first step, in 1948, was to
Common Market members do
set up "Benelux." Member countries, Belgium, the Netherlands what states of the U.S. have aland Luxembourg, reduced the tar- ways donelet goods move from
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) A
showed that final averages for iff on goods shipped among them- one to another without tariffs.
the class of ’62 may turn out selves.
king-size wallet figures as the
They are adopting identical tareven better than present figures.
iffs on goods coming from nonSHUMAN PLAN
most suitable gift for a June
The report shows increases
While this first experiment in member countries.
college graduate.
from last year’s salary levels lowered tariffs was going on, the
The success of the Common
A survey of college placement
average $20 to $30 a month, in- Shuman Plan was being formed Market has been so great that
off ices shows new eggheads
stead of the nominal $10 to $15 in France. It proposed that the last August Great Britain applied
never had it so good in the
indicated by surveys made last European nations wipe out tariffs for membership. England realized
starting salary department.
fall and winter.
on coal, iron and steel, the most that unless she gets equal access
Current offers for bachelors in
This year’s Ph.D.’s and mas- important materials for modern to West European markets she
engineering range from $565 to
ters in engineering and science industrial nations.
might face an economic decline.
$580 a month. Majors in math
are currently offered starting
Each country had been chargEngland, along with Norway,
and physical sciences command
salaries of $750 to $1000 a month. ing custom duties which made imDenmark, Sweden, Portugal, Ausat the same rates.
It is the opinion of placement portant goods more expensive and
tria and Switzerland, is in the
Accountants are expected to
officials already consulted in the thus cut down trade. But eliminaEuropean Free Trade assn. or the
top a median of $500 a month.
survey that all engineering and tion of tariffs would mean bigger
"Outer Seven,"
Business administration grads as
physical science bachelors who production, more jobs, more goods
The EFTA went into operation
a group are averaging around
want jobs can have them by for all. Monnet thought that would
in 1960. Like the Inner Six, they
$475, with offers for managecommencement time.
bring peace and prosperity to
agreed to lower trade barriers
ment and sales trainees, whethThe outlook for business and Europe.
among themselves. But they did
er from business school of libliberal arts job seekers: placeMember nations would depend
eral arts, generally ranging
ment for 75 per cent by com- on each other for many raw ma- not plan for idential external tarfrom $450 to $500.
mencement and during the sum- terials and finished goods. War iffs nor a future political union.
The 27th annual college placeIf the Inner Six and the Outer
mer, with a much larger choice among Common Market members
ment survey, by Northwestern
Seven were to merge, either as
of desirable jobs available than would be virtually impossible.
National Life Insurance co.,
in 1961.
In 1952, six nations including full or associate members, the new
trade block would have a population of 260 million compared with
218 million in Soviet Russia and
185 million in the U.S.
It is estimated the full Common
Market would have an annual output of $300 billion compared with
$504 billion for the United States
and $225 billion for the Soviet
Union.
If the 13 countries should
merge, it would mean tougher
competition for American exports.

Common Market Poses
Economic Challenge to U.S.

New Grads Find Plums on Job Tree

DON’T LET FINALS
CATCH YOU
BY SURPRISE

For quick review and pre -exam study, we
offer a complete line of study aids to help
you

get

those extra grade points.

Peace Corps Says
Scientists Needed
WASHINGTON (UPI) Biologists and scientists in the paramedical fields are netsled by
the Peace Corps, reports Sam
Babbitt of the Corps’ college and
university division.
Among requests from 31 countries 1000 have been for scientists, science teachers and technicians. For example, El Salvador called recently for a biologist with training in bacteriology to demonstrate biological
techniques in pest. control, animal husbandry and horticulture.

Thrust and Parry
Editor’s Note: Thrust and Parry letters. because of space limitations, will
be limited to masimum of 300 words,
Letters staceeding this amount eithr
wit not b. printed or will be edited
to conform to length. The editor also
resrvs the right to edit letters to con 1, re, to ,Iyie and good taste. Letters
c.f parsonal attacis will not be printed All letters must include th writer’s
s:gnature and ASB number.

An Open Letter
To Unknown Student
Editor:
Nti open letter to h

.tudent

who was in such a hurry to
cross 7th street at 9:20 Thursday morning: I’m sorry that you
found it unnecessary to wait
for the ’walk’ signal at that
time before crossing the street.
I’m also sorry that a San Jose
police squad car happened along
and pulled you over. I’m sorry
that you were so sarcastic to the
officer. But I’m not sorry if he
gave you a ticket which I think
y1,11 no I ichly th,s.11.111 It is your

Reporter Airs Objection
To Withholding Proposal
By IaLI. U. WILSON
WASHING’roN (UPDMis.
F. A. Stockley of Springfield,
Mass., makes a strung argument
that President Kennedy’s withholding proposal on interest and
dividends would be unfair to her
and, therefore, should not be
enacted.
Mrs. Stockley contends that
the President wants to confiscate
some of her money in the name
of tax collection. The administration contends this is a wrong
interpretation, Mrs. Stockley’s
objection is to the withholding of
interest paid on savings and loan
accounts. On May 16, she wrote
to me about that, as follows:
"Tonight I have read with interest your column in our
Springfield, Mass. Daily News
relative to the withholding tax.
"Would it be possible for you
to bring out in a column, soon,
one of my objections to the bill?
I am building in savings and loan
association accounts to pay my
estate tax at my death. Will I
not be greatly cheated by this
flat 20 per cent withholding?
FEELS CHEATED
"The interest in the savings
and loan accounts is compounded
quarterly. When this 20 per cent
is set aside, each time, it will
surely cheat the depositors from
earning compounded interest on
that deducted amount for the remainder of the 12 month period.
"Twenty per cent of the interest on the amounts which I have
accumulated really amounts to a
great dear. I never take this interestjust leave it each year.
I just cannot afford to lose that
much each year.
"Eventually the government
will get all of it. I always have
paid taxes on this interest and
on my dividends, both federal
and state taxes which, in Massachusetts, is quite large. There
must be many others in this
same unfortunate position.

Sperda,f9?)A

"Why isn’t this point ever discussed? It is certainly confiscation of our private funds. I shall
greatly appreciate any attention
that you may be able to bring
to this problem. Thanks."
Well, Mrs. Stockley, this is the
best I can do. Some millions of
citizens will have the opportunity
to read your letter. The two men
here in Washington best situated
to relieve you of this potential
confiscation of your funds also
will have an opportunity to read
It but I cannot assure you that
both will do so.
One of these men is President
Kennedy. I do not know that he
reads my stuff and rather doubt
it although he said recently that
he was reading more and enjoying it less. The other man is
Sen. Harry F. Byrd (D-Va.).
Senator Byrd will read your letter. I can promise you that. That
is important to you and to all
persons with your problem because the senator is chairman
of the Finance committee of the
U.S. Senate.
BYRD TO OPPOSE
The Finance committee has
just completed hearings on the
President’s tax bill and shortly
will vote whether to recommend
to the senate that it pass or
that it be rejected. The chairman informed the senate last
week that he would oppose the
withholding provisions on the
substantial grounds that they
were complex to the point of
being unworkable and, moreover, that the objective of 100
per cent tax collection could be
achieved by simpler, more effective means.
The chairman is a gentlespoken man. He did not bluntly
accuse the Presidentas the
President accused the American
Medical assn.of deliberately
misleading the citizens. More
gently, Byrd implied merely that
the President does not understand his own tax bill,

type of attitude that make, , r;
street the problem that It Is
Jim Hattieid
ASH A499’i

Convocation Brings
Brilliance to Campus
Editor
The honors Convocation
brought a touch of brilliance to
our campus. A noted historian
and author stood and said the
things so long needed to be said
on this campus. Public ....mice
and not advancement in the
porate network will be tin’
ing grace of this nation, it
is to be a saving glace.
The aim of scholarship is iud
pecuniary or occupational Sliecess but to bestow its benefit
on mankind.
Donald B. Seney
ASB 8153
Leo J. Flynn
ASB 12145
M. Fred Karlson
ASH 8263
Th01111111 C. Bruner:in
ASB 11855
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By DON CHAPMAN
Exchange Editor

University of California Pres.,dent Clark Ken. recommended
that compulsory ROTC for lower
classmen be eliminated at the
Berkeley, Davis, Los Angeles,
and Santa Barbara campuses recently, according to the UCLA
Daily Bruin.
The program has met with
strong student disapproval since
the 1940s. In 1959, petitions to
the regents and telegrams to
Gov. Edmund G. Brown were
sent by UCLA and Berkeley students.
*
Students of the University of
Oregon joined in to participate
in the annual Canoe Fete recently, following the theme
"Tales Twice Told," according
to the Daily Emerald.
Fourteen canoe "floats" were
judged and 800 more students
watched the event than watched
the year before. An all-campus
sing preceded the Canoe fete.
At Idaho state college five colleges took
rt in the annual
ISC intercollegiate rodeo last
weekend, the ISC Bengel said
recently.
Cowboys and cowgirls from
If! a h o, Montana, Washington
and Utah traveled to Idaho state
to participate.
Two performances were scheduled, one on Saturday and one
on Sunday.
rommaidnow
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Annual Student Exhibit Reflects Individualism of Artists
Variety of Displays
Shown in Exhibition
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concrete, iron and painted evidence of the individualism of San Jose State’s art students is on
show in the Art department’s Galleries and main
halls.
The show is called the annual Student Art Exhibition and runs today through June 15. The exhibition is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1:15-5 p.m.
A gala preview was given the show yesterday
afternoon awl a second short opening will be held
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during the first week of the SUIIItTler Sessi.m.

of art media. ,tyle, and attiamong the 194 pieces in the show reflect a
growing individualism among students and a dying
tenotency to copy popular "styles
This individualism also represents the gniNs Ili of
more "Hutt ore at
... and a healthier approach
to the art problems of today," according to John
V DeVincenzi, assistant professor of tort.
Included in the exhibition are both watercolor
and oil paintings, weaving, printed textiles, mosaics,
pottery, jewelry, drawing. woodbloeks and sculpture.
Styles range from extreme impressionistic to
realistic, with numerous varieties in between.
An example of the diversity in the show can he
found in the sculpture work, which includes such
media as steel, plaster, magnesite, bronze ’lay and
east aluminum.
’the great variety’
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Peter V. Teneau studies his "Untitled" steel sculpture which is
exhibited in the hall outside the Art Gallery. A graduate student
and art lab assistant, Teneau has done extensive sculpture work
with welded and cast metals. Much of his work is done in a
foundry established by several art students.

Two Original Plays Written by Students
To Be Given Tryouts Tomorrow Night
TWII original short plays written by SJS students will be given "tryouts" before an audience
tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in
Studio Theater.
"The Theft" by Luis Miguel
Valdez and "Silence in Triplicate" by Jame-. P
cli

OPICAIRE

Drama department’s experimental Theater group’s second and
final program of the semester.
Students in the group produce
new scripts to analyze their Filoduction problems and to disresrauva,;
,,Ver from
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June Art Exhibition
To Feature Locals
A large variety of work by
cal artists will be featured in
the June art show at Villa Mont alvo, Saratoga cultural center.
A trio of exhibitors will fill
the West Gallery and selected
works by members of the Saratoga Contemporary Artists will
he shown in the East Gallery.
Exhibiting in the West Galhay are John Sillstmp of Saratoga, sculpture; John S. Leary
of San Jose, ceramics; and Melba
Uennet of Santa (71ara, paintings.
The East gallery show conskis of paintings and sculpture
loy members from various West
Valley communities who organized the SCA group in 1958 to
turther Interest in modern art.
The galleries are open every
mseept
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he thinks of people?,
Longs and Miss Humes ask of
Dave Castro’s clay sculpture,
"People." People are the subjects of many of the other
sculptures exhibited in the annual student show.
Is this what

A magnesite sculpture titled
"Humanity," the work of Mary
Lou Osborn, is considered by
Helen Humes, an interested
observer of the exhibit. The
life-size sculpture is shown in
the main Art Gallery.

New Twist To Polo
130l’ I.1 / Ell, ("olo.
-Students at the University of Colorado are trying to drum up interest in the sport of polo, hut
they have a new twist to it. They
call it unicycle polo.
Main reqiiirements for the
game are a croquet mallet or
hockey stick, a rubber ball or
sponge. an old auto tire and
a orlicyclo. A little imagination
helps, loo.
Ron Warren, a 20-year-old
sophomore who studies physics

I-
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"We’re nest to Col Book"
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For Cave Fanciers
GRANT, Ala (UPI) - Alahama is a place for those who
Ii ke their sight-seeing underground.
Cathedral caverns here boasts
of -Goliath." the world’s largest
st lagm it e towering above the
visitor. The cavein extends sonw
3500 feet beneath a mountain
and the floor of Cathedral at
tint" ’s is 150 feel

the ried

San ,Iteic Si,,’
l?artivr

when he isn’t out "wheeling."
heads an informal outfit in BOUIder called Unicycles Anonymous.
Warren and his friends originated the game.
Warren said the infant sport
is sort of a combination of polo
and field hockey.

New, used and rental machines
teed
Fatly g
Free parking and delivery
Specie! student rates

$1.00 GENERAL
("lb, Ili, At!,

putting up the exhibit.

NEW YORK
The
count on pets nationwide includes 25 million dogs, 27 million
cats, 15 million parakeets, three
million turtles and 100,000 mumkeys. The pot count was reixirted
in "Medicine at Work."

Sell
Your Books
(it’on.

We’ve got ’em!

din’ Julie 2

name. Longs, an art senior, and members of the
department’s faculty and staff are responsible
for the time-consuming work which went into

Going To The Dogs

Did You Say Typewriters?

I’r,odutlion

MIN OFFII.F. 5111 &..s1N FERNANIn
Open I 5 14.iils

"Syzygetic Sycophant," an iron sculpture by
James Fosnot, has Gallery assistant Richard
Longs and Helen Humes, sophomore general
elementary education major, puzzled over its

what IS etiCelive in the writing
and what needs reworking.
Repeated revisions are made of
the original plays both before
and after their productions.
"The Theft," last year’s Phelan award winner, is directed by
graduate student Ronald Magnuson. Leading roles are played by
Uussel Holcomb, Dennis Fimple,
Anthony Moyer anti John Allen.
Valdez, a senior English major,
plans to make a career of playag mineentrating on the
-iv of life of the Mexican
Ir in the U.S. The senior is
.urrently working on a fulllength play on this subject.
Rertholf, who has been active
it SIS drama productions, will
lirect the "Silence in Triplicate"
himself. Playing major roles in
the play, which Bertholf calls
a symbolic abstract." are Regi.
mild Molony, Andre Neu, Ed
China and Al Blair.
held
A critique session will
folio wi n g the performances.
Members of the audience are
asked to discuss and analyze the
plays with their authors during
the rtitiotte .

day

4 Speech and Manta

Photos ity
Challberg

Jimmie’s

52 c.crath 4th Street
CY 3-9947
Free Perking In Front

At:

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On 4th St. across from the Library

’Quality Cookery’ Acts
Dr. Gillis
Award
urganizations
Will Retire As Seventh St. Link
SJSGrad Named
Student Scholarships
To U.N. Institute

GSPARTAN DAILY

Monday. May 28. 1962

Ark

:01141/1Ued From roge
Jahn S and Etta Nelson scholarships of $91 each were presented
Richard Quigley. SJS graduate 17th annua : National Student
Leadership institute on the United . to Kathryn L Dyer and Kjysten
studeoi in political scienca
Martha Weppener
ben imatist u: ova t- te .r. the Nations this summer
He sert.ed as an executive asGENERAL coLi.r.GE FUND
sistant at the Model United NaBennett Barry Fink and Lee
tions regional institute here in Earl Mason received $91 scholarMarch and will hold the same . ships from the General College
position at the 13 -state MUN ses- Fund.
sion next year ::.1 SJS
$100 scholarships were presented
The summer institute will he by the San Jose City Panhellenic
held under the auspices of the Col- group to Maity Luella Carmichael
Mas laininetn iiatiett
ant professor of Enalish, has been legiate Council for the U.N, a and Janis Lou Siayton
Patrons assn. presented $100
united to participate in the first national student organization
annual Poetry festival spormored working for better understanding scholarships to:
I Navarro. Paul: Nevis, Sandra L
of the U.N.
by San Francisco state collesre.
The four-day festival will run
More than 250 United States ’Frost. Gerald P : Graham. Edith:
from June 21-24.
college student leaders interested McCarthy. Kathy.
Mountain View Quota club preMrs Bartlett is scheduled to in international relations will
present a reading of her pierr. gather at U N. headquarters and sented two $100 scholarships tii
"Poetry Concerto.- in the San Sarah Lawrence college in Bronx - ’Georgia Jacobsen and Karen JohnFrancisco Museum of Art. June 2.. vale. N.Y
Y. June 16-23 for the ston.
San Rae Quota club presenn
at 3 30 pm
institute.
Mrs Bartlett’: reading will be
Participants will meet U.N. del- Karolyn Mack and Phyllis Rusa
acceimpamed by a piano back- egates, secretariat members and with $200 scholarships each.
A $300 scholarship was present ground composed by Henry Holt. other international affairs experts.
Viennese-born SJS German inReaide, being invited to the in- ed by the California State FireGary Louis Ink
stractor.
i stitute. Quiglea- has been awarded men’s Auxiliary to
Spartan Rental Service presentMr. Holt is Planmng I compose a scholarship to attend the event
ed scholarships of $100 each to
a full score for "Pnetry Concerto."’ by the U N. council. The council
Hart. Cheryl Lea: Erdelyi. Eliza during the summer, using both officially accredited with nonLouise: Reed.
chorus and orchestra.
governmental status at the United beth; Olberg, Margie
The festival is dedicated to the Nations and at the United States James Wallace: Wong. Wbon Cheung; Hearney. Patricia M.; Honmemory of Dag Hanirnarskjold. Mission to the UN.
rah, Nancy Lorene: Okabe. Tathe late Secretary -General of the
kashi: Flyers, Marion Lawton:
United Nations
Turk, Catherine Linda.
In addition to poetry readine,
by contemporary poets. the
. $100 scholarships were given by
tis al will also feature rr...San Jose Merchants assn.. to each
and dramatic events and Pi
of the following:
exhibit showing the !viatica-.
Wullenjohn. Carole Ann: Judge.
between art and poetrs:.
Diane Carol; Farrow, Armand VicWASHINGTON UPI /
Sen.
afaa Bartlett wrote -poetry
tor: Callaway, Susan Elizabeth:
Concerto" during a resident fel- Clair Engle. iD-Calif.1 pleaded for Granzow. Gail R.; Wagner. Sharon
Rath. \VatimAahip at the Huntington Hart.’ fun aevelopment of the contro- Pao., 11----anna N
versial P.B70 supersonic bomber
-ford foundatMn in Palisades.
According to its author. -poetry before the senate defense appro.
Concerto." is about evolution in priations subcommittee recer
reverse: Mrs: Bartlett subtaledlcontending that both missiles
her work, "Concerto in Sea- : manned bombers would continue
to be needed for -a long time to
Minor."
The Associated Women Students
The work was recently pub- come:lished as number seven in the
Engle urged that $491 million’ are now accepting application.. fa
Vagrom series of contemporary he appropriated for the RB70 pro- , positions on the Spartan Fasa
American poetry
cram, rather that the $223.9 mil - council, sponsored by Stuart’s al. -1
non included in a house -passed Mosher’s. San Jose clothiers.
Applications for the five vacant
appropriations bill. He said the
Soviet Union was continuing to positions may be obtained in the
Big auto
elop newer and faster manned activities office. Adm242. They
lissom Saunas
.-’lumbers, ahile the United States must be returned by Friday.
wpm. M1
s
$71 Ion III dividend. or no
A place on the council would
would rely entirely on missiles.
of 545 (bowel
corroni I? Do’
-We a-ill be risking the safety he fur the next two semesters. said
cow d". donor Sinqlo won orea
25. 5212 hrst $43 eivatend. or no
of our country if we put all of Bernice Mangseth. AWS publicity
of 124/0.
811.10e03 Sodno :Winer L;at
5:
our defense eggs in one basket. - chairman. ’The women would at?oto-.1; Damao. .1 S"
Ntresowt ONwor covora
the California Democrat said.
tend meetings in the stores and
ovololo toying. PoywaEngle also asked the committee model at Women’s living centers
m.d erK Iw;co or
war Cali or writ. fo
a, eliminate a 15 per cent limita- at SJS." she added. A 20 per cent
wry. on re G00,941
WA Moots Avow.
tion on indirect costs for research discount on clothing at the tu,
tEoevt 1-1741 (dor
ander defense department grants stores will be offered to the fait

Poetry Festival
At S.F. State

Engle Backs
RB70 Issue

Fashion Council
Seeks Members

raig. Meeker.
ton. Sharon Rae
Kathleen E.; Simenson. Judith C.:
Kistner. Larry Eugene; Weers.
Martha Carole.
$100 Spartan Spears scholarships
acre given to:
Rayhourn. Judith Margaret: Yu.
Sils aria Heung-Sang. alolony. Carol
Hodson.
International Student Center
scholarships of $50 acre given to
George Kiang Chang and Nicholas
Chikwan ling.
San Jose Faculty Wives club
presented a $100 scholarship to
Jack W. Pockman.
Gem scholarships were presented to:
Wayne Rush. $500; Gwen Rush.
$5(00 and Robert Allen Gilaaa:
easo

New Class
For Summer
A nes: course at SJS Education and the Novel." will he offered
this summer in the six -week session, June 25 to Aug. 3. according
to Joe H. West. dean of Summer
Sessions.
The course represents an inno%anon in teacher education. according to Dean West and is designed primarily for elementary
and high school teachers. and administrators.
Offered for three units, the
course wIll be taught by Dr. Sidney W. Tied!. assistant professor
of elementary education. Additional information may be obtained
from Dr. Tieclt in the Elementary
Education department

Ness spaper writer, stock eoa. :e..ng experience in :,
tis rat L P1..1NaK1pans actor. and Red Cross field
Although Seventh St. remains food preparation. menu planning.
dnectur are a lea: of the things
open to San Jose traffic, a strong cost cantrol, operation and mainDr. Hugh W. Gillis, professor of
tie connects both sides of the tenance of equipment." occordina
speech and drama, did before he
to the college bulletin.
Street
came to San Jose State.
A total of 10 hours a week .
The fact that students crisscross
He also taught at San Diego
the crosswalks helps to unite this ’required with lecture and labora
high school and at Modesto junior
physically divided campus. but tory hours in both the Home Ea .
college before coming to SJS in
there is another liaison between nomies building and Spartan ca’.
1929. Now, after 33 years on thei
the "east of Seventh" and "west teria.
SJS faculty. Dr. Gillis is going to
Prerequisites for this dietetics
of Seventh" burroughs.
retire.
A four unit course offered only course are four upper division
The professor earned his B.A.
in the fall semester. H. E. 160, classes: meal management, experiand M.A. at San Diego state col.’
taught by Mrs. Fern Wendt, as- mental foods, family nutrition and
lege, and obtained his Ph I). from
sistant professor of home eco- management of family resources.
Stanford university.
Home economics majors experinomics. necessitates co-operation
AnSan
of
native
a
Dr. Gillis,
between the Home Economics ence practical problems in food
books
written
has
gelo. Tex .
planing and manipulations of
and the cafeteria.
i re cting in building
which include
the million dollar Spar- equipment behind the scenes. while
Before
in
Art
Schools" and "Dramatic
tan cafeteria opened June 23. 1958, SJS students are taking their cofSecondary Schools."
to serve breakfast and early morn- fee breaks, unaware that a class
He is a member of AF.TA. SAA
ing cuftee for summer session I laboratory is going on behind a,
and the CSF.A.
registrants. SJS students used to !kitchen doors.
The new profession, dietetics.
take their meals in the Home
Economics building, on the oppo- offers graduates jobs in business
organization, industrial consultasite side of Seventh St
Mrs. Wendt was then in charge tion. community nutrition, colleafa
of H. E. cafeteria facilities, but and universities, nutritional reSJS when the new food plant opened. search and education.
Maj_ Wol,am H Qtit
The professional cafeteria dietizience, Michael L. Dolan. from City Colassistant professor of a
cian emplcaed here, Miss Flora
a-ill assume new duties a. the Air lege of San Francisco’s Hotel and
Restaurant department. became Burnham, is a former student of
Force academy Aug. 1.
Mrs. Wendt, and of H. E. 160.
Major Quinlan will take the post the new cafeteria’s manager.
Her job after graduation offered
The course, which links the two
of chief of the athletic and physiCookery," no problem for Miss Burnham.
cal education and support depart- sides is called "Quality
She just walked across the
ment. ’I won’t do any coachina

Air Force Major
Takes Athletic. lost

or instruction." said Major Quer:
Ilan. -but I’ll be responsible for h
, management of all athletic ar
’physical education facilities. rat: from the stadium and go 1
courses to the athletic fields."
After leaving San Jose June 25.1
the major will travel to Colorado
Springs with his family and set ,
up housekeeping in the faculty
housing section of the academy.
Major Quinlan helped coach the
line of the Spartan football team
in his spare time, during his fouryear tour of duty a SJS.

GOP L etter
auses Furor

Music Pre-Reg
Set for June 1-8

Pre-reeis
’’in for all
classes
ue held June 1-t
BAKERSFIELD ILTPD --: Rich - 51109.
Students may make initial resard M. Nixon supporters clashed
Friday with backers of Aasembly- ervation for classes which will be
man Joseph C. Shell over a lettter confirmed during fall registratian.
Students in elementary edacasuggesting that Kern counts’ area
GOP chairmen discourage regis- tion may register for all reqtared
tered Republicans from going to courses. including music 4A. La
130A, SOB, 360 and 361,
the polLs in the primary.
Students in advanced classes .:.
The letter was issued by Leonard S. Thomson. county chairman applied music. including piant.
-Ind supporter of Shell who is bat- voice and orchestral instr:iner
ang Nixon for the GOP guber- will pre -register with indt,.v.1
aatorial nomination. The letter instructor,
, lid:
"In order to avoid at. much ale
pteedhle
diturrepaneles of our
precinct organization before the
primar election, area chairmen
STILLWATER. Okla. !UPI, -- out." said Stillaater Policerrita ohould make no effort :It 311 to
An estimated 2300 students throw- Dick White.
turn out a large Republican ’tote
Thirty-two state troopers came In the primar)."
irig beer bottles and racks, rioted
on the campus at Oklahoma state. to the aid of the 26 local police.
Thomson claimed the letter was
universityThursday night and men and 17 campus security of: - sent out by mistake through a
Flowers
early Friday. Six women in in- cers trying to quell the riot on the: faulty telephone conversation with
Corsages
varied dormitories, two policemen campus populated by 10.000 stu- his office. He said another letter
0i
dents.
and a fireman were hurt.
’eliminating the suggestion win
iats & San14 Caro
CV
CY 2-0462
One policeman was struck in
The riot got so had local police
had to call for help from state - the head with a brick and h:,
troopers and police departments to have several stitches taken
from surrounding towns. The Na- the wound. A bottle smashed
’atonal Guard was alerted but was windshield of a firetruck, and
. fireman was cut by flying gl - not used.
Lt. Bert George of the Highs: The riot lasted five and one-half
hours. When two fire trucks rum- .Patrol said the 2500 students a:
bled up and the firemen turned . rampant through three girls’ do. fire hoses on the students, some maories and caused several tho.a’
of them cut off the water and , sand dollars damage,
"They broke out windows a:al
wrecked the equipment so it could
doors with bricks and bottles. 1:
not he used.
-Then We .1,1St had
,weat I. ’up clothes, burned clothes. ripts:
R
as mattresses and personal

2500 Rioting Students
Run Amuck in Dorms

Bakmas

Flower
Shop

Sweatshirts for Summer

5 popular styles in
8 of your favorite colors

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP
LESS THAN V2

STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION

PRICE

Z

t

$27

-SLACKS,
Large Selection. NOW

3::

:anginas of the girls." George sa.:
Some of them acted just like
--Mortals," one policeman said.
I
Lt. Mem, Pool of the Stillwater
Police department said that at
!east six of the girls were hurt
Peter F. Wakeland. all a San trying to protect their property.
Assistant Police Chief Marvin
Jose State graduate, left Friday
from San Juan, Puerto Rico, for: Hell said at least 40 students were
Colombia. as one of 46 Pe ac e ,arrested on charges of drunkenness. disturbing the peace and
Corps volunteers
Waketand who received his ILA ri,c."-3e.!,,n of pre-Indsctr;
:n the social and behavioral sa
ences last semester, spent
months at a Peace Corps Arizar.., U.S.
training center and another month
at the corps’ field training center
in Puerto Rico.
i.. .
UPI!
The
The former SJS student is a Atomic Energy commicsinn Conresident of Seattle. Wash, and a ducted a low-yield underm
former Ventura junior college stu- nuclear test Friday at Its a
dent The Peace Corps announced test site It was the ;it:.
he is skilled in auto mechanics. nrrinced shot of the series
and the use of farm equipment
The AEC annauneed the detoThe 46 volunteers, the second nation in the usual brief stateg r n ii p sent by the corps to ment
Colrerhia. will receive three more
Loss -yield explosions have a
weeks of training and orientatior. fort’s, of less than 20 kilotons or ,
before heinnr.ina assizmrents

Peace Corpsman
Gets Columbia Post

WITH THE SPRING SEMESTER RAPIDLY COMING TO AN END.
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR STOCK O vAUGHN RECOGNIZED
ND SPORTSWEAR AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
CLC-TO
ST ,DENT CARD HOLDERS. ALL ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT
LESS THAN V2 PRICE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.
2

Spartan Bookstore

s6" - sl I"
82"

Nose Priced

WASH & WEAD
sn S47"
SUITS, SEMESTER CLEANUP

S14"

Sets Blast
No. 34 in Series

- s24"

STOP WASTING SUMMERS

S." "
127s’ - $34"

SEMESTER CLEAN-UP PRICE

-- *.

S:

-1

iv_

SWEATERS. SHOP EARLY
JACKETS

SWLAIERS

SOX

TIES

RAINCOATS

Many Items to choose frivn! STOCK UP FOR SUMMER!
=v

VAUGHN’S Student Clothing Union
2313 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
121 SOUTH aTa WEFT

BERKELEY CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

S623

Consider Summer Employment
with All These Advantages
[fire Up to $100 Week or wore if you ore above auerag.
Work With a Reputable Company. Notionally fomous in its field
Work Acertlieg To Tour Own Schedule. You set your own boors
Work Anywhere in No Calif Evn in your horn town
Continue On a Port Time BO Sly when you return to tiessos
nett fen
* torn Cosh Seholn,hps (from S100 I, $1,001

ir
*
*
*
A,

If you novo a car ara,lable and are /roe to work
Coll or Wr,te

ROYAL HOSTESS CO.
1290 Yerestia Or , Son Jose
Alpine 2-8546

TheTop Flips
Automatically
(and so will you)

You’ll keep out of the rain without strain in this
handsome Rambler convertible. The top flips up
or down automaticallyyet the Rambler American
"400" is the lowest priced U. S. convertible. Even
lower priced than manual top lobs. Bucket seats,
optional. Your Rambler is so stingy with as you
won’t believe it’s such a tiger for performance
until you try it ... at your Rambler dealer’s.
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Johnson Back on Beam with 9.4 100
1114,
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SAE Tops TC; Tied
For First in Softball
is DON (IIAPMAN
Pete Petrinovich hit a three-run
homer in the bottom of the fourth
inning Wednesday to lead Sigma
Alpha Epsilon to a 7-5 win over
Theta Chl and cut the tie for
first place in the fraternity league
to two teams: Pi aiappla Alpha
and SAE.
Dan Sheldon also drove in
three floss. hitting a triple in
the first inning, as tao walkia
by TI’ pitcher Ken Chopping
helped SAE get un the road to
victory.
John Moore hit another home
run for Theta Chi.
A five-run third inning capped
the Sigma Chis’ 10-2 win tater
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Ray De Pole tied up the Delta
Sigma Phi -Lambda Chi Alpha
game with a squeeze bunt play,
after DSP had scored four in the
top of the second. The Lambda
Chin’ scored six runs in both the
third and fourth innings.
Pi Kappa Alpha stayed In the
middle of the race by shellacking Sigma Nu, 19-1. An eightrun third wrapped up the PIKA
scoring.
In the slow pitch league, Omega
Tau Alpha beat Pink Tub 33-19.
Yes, you read that correctly.
Rod Thomas homered for CYrA
and drove in three runs.
Rich Costa held the Newman
Knights to two runs, as the 69ers
scored eight to win. The victors
had a five-run first.
The three independent teams
that are tied for first pima. will .
play off Tuesday at 3:45 p.m.
If Omega Tau Alpha is huntrirsi
off by Lambda Delta Sigma,
r.
which boastia Max C
741110111111114111Meathillailsehaeaese

possibly the best pitcher In
either league, the Sheiks and
Draft Dedgers will fight it out.
If not, all three will have to
play off.
The Iraternity league will have
its playoffs Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.,
if PiKA and SAE end up in a tie
PiKA could get bumped off by
Delta Upsilon Tuesday.
The all -college championships
will be held Thursday at 3:45 p.m.
There will be a double-header on
that day and a single deciding
game on Friday if needed.
All organizations are asked to
hand in their ballots for the outstanding athlete to Intramurals
Director Dan Unruh as soon as
possible.
Fraternity Standings
won lost
Pi Kappa Alpha
8
1
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
8
1
Theta Chi
7
2
Sigma Chi
6
3
Delta Upsilon
. . 5
4
Sigma Phi Epsilon
4
5
Delta Sigma Phi .
3
6
Phi Sigma Kappa’
3
6
Sigma Nu
2
Lambda Chi Alpha
2
7
Theta Xi
0
9
*Suspended from league

Gridders To Face
Tough Foes in ’62

San Jose State footballers will
face one of their toughest schedoles in history in 1962 when they
open against a tough Utah state
team that went undefeated during regular season play in 1961.
San Jose State will face New
Mexico in its homecoming game
at Spartan stadium Oct. 27. The
59 Corvette $2899
schedule includes four home games
and six road games.
61 T-Bird .... $3399
Sept. 15 -Utah state
Sept. 22- at Washington state
’57 Chev.
Sept. 29- at California
Bel Air .. $1095
Oct. 6- at Oregon
Oct. 13--Idaho
EARL WILLIAMS
Oct. 20- at Arizona state
MOTORS
Oct. 27- -New Mexico
(CLASS OF ’Si)
Nov. 3-- at Pacific
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
Nov. 10--Fresno state
Cr 2.7581
Nov 17 at Stanford
K41111110111110411,4144111101111111111111111100111141nPla

NEW

Big 5 ft. by 3 ft. only $2.95
Spartan Bookstore
On

1’01: PREFER ACADEMIC FREEDOM
OR COMMINIST IRANNY?

20% off On Hardback Books
« 10% off oii Paperl)ack B4)4)ks . . .
Large Selection of Anti-Communist
Books & Pamphlets!
Make your summer reading an investment for freedom.
Learn the pitilesopliv and nature of C lllllll

READ THESE FIVE BOOKS
OR SELECr OIHERS FROM IHE

riosr conmsre srocK or

MASTERS OF
DECE/ T

Affri-COMMUNIM LITERATURE

ltf NORTHERM CALIFORNIA..

Ho0 v e/r

Johnson, now apparently fully
reeovered front a persistent kg
Injury, flashed to a strong third
SPARTAN VAULTER Bruce Turnbull is the top
place finish in the 100-ard dash
only a sophomore and can be looked upon for
pole vaulter on the SJS cinder squad. He has
as Oregon’s Harry .ler
improvement in future years. Turnbull competed
VS 11.
IN 1,1 AN A POLLS
a season and career best of 14-9, although he
nipping Florida A&M’s Robert They’re still set-kink the right
at Modesto Saturday.
Pl.... k.p J,.L,.
Hayes for first in 9.3. Hayes. formula to lick the four-cylinder
has been clearing I5-0 in practice. Turnbull is
who beat Villanova’s Frank Budd ’ cars at the Indianapolis Motor
last week in the Coliseum Re - Speedway. but for the time being,
lays, was clocked in 9.4. Ex - at least, the conventional -Offys"
Spartan flabby
Poy n ter ass will muru,polize the 500-mile auto
same time.
race Memorial day.
the
in
fourth
Sixty-two of the 72 entries this
Earlier- in the evening Hayes
had clocked 9.3 himself into a 5.3 year are puv.ered by the fourmile per hour wind in winning his j cylinder. tion-superchauxed engine:4
heat of the century over Johnson j the famed Meyer-Drake %%inch
1.1. Wil- 19.5 Jerome had coasted to sec- has won the classic the last 15
SAN
lie Mays, who tx-Ited two home ond place in his heat in 9.5 behind years.
Seven eight -cylinder ears and a
By JOHN HENRY
with rookie TOM .1’ r,-,11 A short- runs Thursday while pulling the Arizona state’s Henry Carr .9.41.
six -cylinder machine are also
The expansion of the National stop. Tresh is filling in ade- San Francisco Giants out of a
Lawson’s
fine
hop-step-jump
ef:
tailspin, is due to get more "rest
entered, along with a radically
league this year and the American quately for the Yankees.
fort eclipsed the former Crush rec- different turbine car. But only one
leagues expansion last year has
In addition to Rollins at third periods."
ord
of
49
3
1
2
set
by
Jack
Smyth
"Willie swung better than he
of Mickey Thompson’s three eight given many rookies a chance to base, the Minnesota Twins have a
of Houston in 1956. It placed him cylinder rear-engine cars equipped
break into the majors that would rookie second baseman, Bernie had in the past two %seeks,"
second
at
Modesto
behind
the
great
with an aluminum stock-blark
not have made it in the eight - Allen and outfielder, George manager Alvin Dark said after
the league leading Chants rallied leap of 51-2 1.2 by Foothill col- Buick isw.er plant crashed the
team league.
Banks.
lege’s
Mahoney
Samuels.
lineup.
The rookies have taken advanKansas City outfielder Manny to defeat the Philadelphia Phil The Youth Village foursome of
Rookie Dan Gurney, Costa Mesa,
tage of the opportunity and have Jimenez has been at the top of lies. 7-4, and end a three-game
taken over regular positions on the the league standings in batting losing streak. "Whenever he Jack Yerman 1440., Keith Thomas- Calif.. road racing veteran, qualibig league clubs.
averages since the season started. gets a rest, he comes back sen 1220i, Poynter .229, and Perry fied the Thompson car for the
Siebert (8801 bettered by more race at an average speed of nearly
Rich Rollins has driven Har- He has been hitting around .370 strong. And so I’ll rest him
again from time to time this than two seconds the old world’s 148 miles per hour.
mon Killebrew from third into for the first few weeks.
Imark in the sprint medley relay.
season."
The mar-engine fad returned
The Athletics also have rookthe outfield for the Minnesota
Mays didn’t start Wednesday The old standard of :1:17.8 was set last year a hen Australia’s Jack
11.9i at the catching spot. Jake
Twins. Rollins has had a great
Avow; third base, FA Charles night against the Phalle!: but did by Illinois in 1959. The SJS fresh- Bra hham drove an _English -made
start that finds him among the
and in the outfield, George draw a pass during the eighth in- man quartet failed to break the car to ninth place. Some driver:.
leaders in batting average, home
ning in a pinch hitter’s role. Dark national frosh record in the event among them Eddie Sachs. are conAlusik.
runs and runs-batted -in.
regards this contest as a rest but was fourth in 3:22.4.
vinced the rear-engine car will
The
Angels,
in
addition
to
BelThe most spectacular performfor his star center fielder.
Other outstanding Spartan eventually monopolize the ..perstinsky,
have
gotten
performgood
turned
in
ance of the season was
game
Thursday’s
Heading into
performances were turned In by , way race.
by rookie Los Angeles Angel ances from catcher Bob Rodgers
with his batting average down to
pitcher Bo Belinsky who pitched and third baseman Felix Torres.
ti’
The Chicago White sox have .264 Mays ciippcd a double in
the first American league no-hitbeen playing rookie alike lierah- first inning then homered in the
ter since 1956.
place of Minnie Min- sixth and seventh.
The Los Angeles Dodgers put berger in
Both blows came off Cal Mc Of40 who they traded to St. Louis
Larry Burright in as a regular at
!Ash with Torn Haller aboard for
7th and KEYES
second base and Burright pro- over the winter lay-off.
the second one. This clout not
Recently Minos was injured
duced by hitting over .:i00 since
when he ran into a wall and was only put the Giants ahead for the
1 Block North of SPARTAN CIT’
SUPREMO
becoming a regular.
day but started the veteran
IA-COI/NE
Ken !Gibbs of the Chicago replaced by rookie Doug Clements
pitcher toward his first 108% if
Cubs is one of two rookies in in the Cardinals outfield.
Donn Clenendon, Howie Goes the year after four wins.
the Chicago lineup. Along with
"It seems like I was sir’
and Don Leppert have been trying
LUBRICATION - MOTOR TUNEUP
[Gibbs at second the Cubs have
to bring the Pittsburgh club back today," Mays said. "All my
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
Lou Brock in centerfkad.
to the dominance they enjoyed in I’ve come back pretty good after
TIRES- BATTERIES -AUTO ACCESSORIES
When Mickey Mantle suffered
1960, but the efforts have been in a day off. Maybe some day I’ll
Discount to Students on Broke Work
a leg tear and groin injury the
even get a double healer off!"
vain thus far.
Yankees put rookie Joe Pepitone
in the outfield and he became the
first rookie since 1936 to hit two
horneruns in one inning. The next
day he came back and, to prove it
wasn’t luck, hit another homer
and a triple.
The high-flying St. Louis Cardinals are depending on rookie
shortstop Julio Gotay to strengthen their lineup, which he has
done by hitting at a .300 clip and
playing stand -out defensive ball.
The San Francisco Giant II
have two outfielders that are
playing send-regularly in rookies
Malay Alm and Manny Mote.
Mack "The Knife" Jones and
Howie Bedell are two of Milwaukee’s regular outfielders, along
with veteran Hank Aaron. Also on
the B r ayes’ roster is Hank’s
brother, rook i e first baseman
Tommie Aaron.
The Braves are also relying on
rookie pitchers Cecil Butler, Bob
Hendley and Jack Fischer all of
whorn have started out on a winning note.
With Tony K ii bek In the
army, the Yankee,. are going

Periodic Rest Days
Rookie Regulars Pay
Off for Giants’
ar in aiors Willie Hays-Dark

BILL WERT CHEVRON

CHEVRON

Conveniently iccated

Special
Summer Rates

2-FIEDRM. APARTMENTS
$80.00
2 Students
$90.00
3 Students
4 Students .... $100.00

it
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FREEDOM

BOOK SHOP

Of fenhauser Cars
Still Monopolize
Indianapolis Race

You Will Get a

Campus"

«*

it

Oregon quartet (40.01 a 3:58.3
mile by Oregon’s Keith Forman
and a 7-1 high jump by Mt. Sari
Antonio junior college’s Joe Fails!

Did You Know?

Spartan Beach Towels
Right

Bruce Turnbull, FA Burk,. and
By FRED RAGLAND
Turnbull
Mcl’ullough.
Bruce
MODESTOSprinter Dennis
the pol. %atilt
leared 15 feet
.1. dintion got back on the beam with for the first thine In his
.. al century and freshman Henry
/0114.PC fifth. John
Lawson hop-step-jumped 49 8 1/2 lb.. ,cfit at 15.U.
to set a national collegiate frosts
ooluno
,t, ii,
.
.
I.
record to highlight San Jose Stair - is TI
191-11 1 2 as
F, ’,’a
oi
action here Saturday night in the world record holder Harold Con21st annual California Relays.
nolly won at 210-7. McCullough
A light drizzle that fell intermit - was second in the 220-yord low
...fitly during the evening wasn’t hurdles in 23.4 behind Oregon
enough to prevent a host of ter - state’s Frank Marsh 123.3.1.
SJS’ distance medley quartet
I rifle performances, including a
i world record by Santa Clam Vat - turned in its second fastest time of
Youth Village in the sprint the season in placing second in the
medley relay 13:15.51, a world rec- event in 9-49.6. Southern Illinois
ord tying performance in the 440- was the winner with a 9:41 1
yard relay by the University of clocking.

60 EAST SAN FERNANDO, SAN SOSE,CALIE.
azz ad At on mail otcle24
’tde

APARTMENTS
WITH POOL
$125.00 Flat Rate

Spartan Rental
Service
481 So. 901- I1 7-8877

SPECIAL
EXTRA BONUS

When You Sell Your
Books at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
During Finals Week

5.

Wm
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SAM Accorded
Special Recognition
Special
’lion
the San
Jose State College chapter of the
Society for the Advancement of
Management has been accorded by
the Santa Clara valley chapter of
SAM.
At a meeting at Lou’s Village.
Dr. Charles J. Marsh. president
of the Santa Clara valley chapter.
presented a plaque to Edward F..
Benson jr.. president of the
lege chapter and student chairman of the recent Business division achievement banquet.
Dr. Marsh. who is president of
the firm of Stevenson. Jordan and
Harrison of San Francisco, pointed
out that the SJS student chapter
had won national honors in 196061-62 competition with the 188
student chapters throughout the
nation. The SJS chapter is one of
the three top chapters in the country, he added.
The activities of the SJS student
chapter have included editing and
publishing of ’Intercom.- the
Business division newsletter: cosponsoring the achievement banquet: bringing outstanding speakers to its meetings: recruiting
more than 200 members each year
and arranging five or six major
field trips each year.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Allen Hall assn., debate session,
Allen hall, 8:15 p.m.
PI Omega Pl. election of officers. C11236. 3:30 p.m.
Freshman class, meeting, CH226,
3:30
TOMORROW
Pistol team. meeting, 220 N.
Second st., 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Christian Science organization,
meeting. Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m.
Lutheran student MOM.. barbecue. Campus Christian center. 10th
and San Carlos sts., 5:30 p.m.
PAINTING HINT
Cover your specs with clear cellophane wrapping when painting.
You will he able In see without
getting paint on the lenses.

Humanities Course Revised;
Title’Contemporary Issues
The course Humanities 160, formerly titled "Contemporary Values." will be titled "Contemporary
Issues" next semester, according
to Dr. Clinton Williams. coordinator of the humanities program,
This newly revised course aims
at presenting an examination of
vital issues and enduring ideas

AWS Big Sisters
Needed for Fall
Women students interested in
being big sisters for the fall Big.
Little sister program are urged
to sign up in the activities office,
according to Valerie Johnson, BigLittle sister chairman.
The program is traditionally
presented by the Associated Women Students each fall during orientation week. Big-sisters are assigned to new Incoming women
students to introduce them to the
campus, said the chairman.
All women students are eligible
to sign up.

in modern life----ethical, political
’ and social, as seen in the context
of Western thought, according to
Dr. Williams.
Although this course is designed
for all students regardless of major. it should be of particular interest to business and social ad ences majors, said Dr. Williams.
Two sections of this course will
be offered in the fall: 830-920
on M.W.F. and 9:3040:45 on
T.Th. Students wishing to pretwister may sign up this spring
or during orientation week in the
fall in F0127,
The size of the class will be limited to 25 students.

CATALINA

First Poli Sci Department Head,
Dr. Campbell, Returns for Visit

DR EARL C. CAMPBELL
. . . visits SJS

DARLENE

ROSE MARIE REID

An old friend of the San Jose
State campus visited last week.
Dr. Earl C. Campbell, who for 28
years taught political science at
SJS, returned on Thursday to chat
with old friends and renew acquaintances.
Dr. Campbell is now retired and
serves as professor emeritus to
San Jose State. He is living with
his family in Medford, Ore.
While at Sari Jose State, Dr.
Campbell was a busy man. He
served at chairman of the division
of Social Sciences until it was

JANTZEN

ROXANNE

later broken down into component
departments. Then he became
head of the Political Science and
Public Administration department.
While serving on the SJS faculty. Dr. Campbell found time to
serve on the San Jose city council
and the Santa Clara county board
of supervisors.
The professor emeritus is a
graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, where he
earned all three of his degrees, including a Ph.D.
Upon his retirement from SJS

COLE

MAIDENFORM

in 1959. he and Dr. Dean Cr., ,,
SJS professor of political se.,.
traveled to South America a,
part of the Point Four plan. The
two professors assisted the Bra.
zilian government in developing a
system of public instruction and
served as consultants to the
project.
When storing rubbers and go.
loshes, stuff them with crurnplel
newspapers. The piper prevents
acks and spilts.
!Wel
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Trip to Pago Pago
Is Surprise to Prof

Is

RIcriard Lewo.. head ..I Inc
Division of Audio-Visual services, ,
was calmly sitting in his office
one afternoon, when the telephone
rang.
"Hello." said the voice on the
other end of the line, "How would
you like to go to American Samoa
free for five days?"
Thus it is that Dr. Lewis will
be flown to Samoa on June 5. At
the invitation of H. Rex Lee. governor of Samoa. a three-man consultation team will stay in Pago
Paco, the territory’s capitol, as the
government’s guests.
The purpose of the visit, according to Dr. Lewis, is "to discuss the development of secondary education and teacher preparation with the governor and
education personel of American
Samoa." Also the possibility of
television and other media for instructional uses will he examined.
Two University of California
professors, Dr. Theodore Reiter
and Dr. David Stewart. are the
others on the consultation team.
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1962 Graduates: NO JOB SECURITY. NO PENSION PLAN,
NO HEALTH PLAN. If you are aggressive, have a brick ground in journal!nm. business or advertising, this is a most
unusual opportunity in a unique field. ROLLER DERBY needs
management trainees. For background, tie4. Page 2, San Francisco Chronicle Sports Green Section, May 14. Job involves
trrvel within and outside United Staters. Contacts highest level
with newspapers, radio, television and all media. Salary commensurate with ability. No sports background required but do
not contact us for interview unless you have definite potential.
Mail MAllitle to Roller Derby, 153 E. 14th Street, Oakland.
We will contact you for interview. Work available on part
time basis until graduation."
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TO PLACE AN AD
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16. Tower Hell or
cowl in Handy Order Slink
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

you’re in great shape
in these all -girl suits
Curves are curvier this UMW
thari:.; to the wonderful undercover shaping,
delightful new feather-light fabrics.
No one pretends to think that every beauty
on the beach has the same
proportions from stem to stern.
So try the many styles fashion adores ...
there ere several just made
to flatter you. All dry in a jiffy, erplode
in gorgeous colors and prints. Group
includes sites 10 to 18.
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Jentsen’s -Check U0 boguding cotton
gingham. Salt -fabric
pipings, djustable
shirred bad, 12.95
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MACY’S VALLEY FAIR, SAN JOSE. CHERRY 8-3333, OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 TO 9:30: SATURDAY 9:30 TO 5 30
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